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The universal law of tenfold return, stated simply, is that what ever you give away will
come back to you multiplied ten times. The more that you give, the faster it multiplies.
This is a principal that must be done in love. ~Be not deceived; God is not mocked; for
whatsoever a man soweth, that shall he also reap.. ' Galatians 6: 7. It is from the heart
that treasure freely given is returned multiplied tenfold. It is also from the energy of the
heart that healing can blossom and that love can conquer all. 'For where you treasure is,
there will your heart be also... ' Matthew 6:21
This applies to all substance but we will work just with the substance of money today.
Seed Money is money that you designate to start the flow of your abundance through the
‘10 Fold Return’ premise.
SOME NECESSARY STEPS TO FOLLOW:
1- You must joyfully feel the energy of the thing you want to do, be or have. Keep a
journal stating what it is you desire as outcome.
2- You must give thanks in ADVANCE for a tenfold return at the same time as you are
sowing the seed.
3 - You must be clear in how you view money - if any negative anchors are attached
to money, it will come up! DO YOUR OWN WORK & GET CLEAR
4- Sowing seed money is thanksgiving in advance to establish a cycle of good.
5- Your thoughts, emotions & the physical giving is the process of planting your 'seed' or
'acorn'; your tenfold return is the 'growth of the plant' or the 'forest' your seed or acorn
produces.
6- The ONLY way to fail is to quit (only place success comes before work is in the
dictionary!)
7- Money is ONLY a medium for exchange and is ONLY energy - it is energy for
our exchange of goods/services system - just as food is energy for our bodies or
gas is energy for our vehicles or electricity is energy for our homes.
8- Energy, from the smallest particle of matter to galactic systems in the Universe,
requires movement. Thus money as energy, requires movement also. Visualize money as
being in constant motion. When you visualize the money you sow as being in motion,
returning to you tenfold, your adding your Divinely given energy to the process.
9- Spiritual energy also requires movement, and the seed money principle is a
reaping and sowing of spiritual energy with money serving as a 'unit of measure' in that
flow of energy. The giving & receiving of money in some ways corresponds to the

centripetal and centrifugal forces in physics. Without movement there can be no
attraction, thus, hoarded money actually repels the increase in your money supply!
10- Money in itself has NO value except the value deemed for what it can be exchanged
for. Many countries governments have fallen over the centuries, if that country had an
independent monetary system, it was no longer valued as an exchange for anything and
the money was then worthless. (It was no longer energy for goods & services)!"
11-When functioning properly, money is "green energy". It's energy nourishes the body
(food) -- even for those in poverty; provides for shelter (even for the homeless), provides
healing for the ill, provides access to knowledge (even to the illiterate), provides for
travel throughout the world, provides for comforts and pleasures as desired, for the whole
human race. ONLY WHEN MONEY IS USED TO EXERCISE POWER OVER
OTHER PEOPLE IS THAT ENERGY MISDIRECTED!
12- EVERYONE could use more "green energy" in their life. If not for themselves than
to help others!
13-You must understand that you must give before you can receive, but that you must
also receive in order to give! Thus a cycle of good is created.
14- Give thanks again when you receive your tenfold return and you will be establishing
a cycle of constant good in your life.
15-You must KNOW that this principle will work in order for to work. Don't guess it
will, set your intention and KNOW that it will. FOCUS YOUR MIND ON WHAT YOU
REALLY WANT AND LEAVE THE DETAILS TO GOD!
16- Remember that a child must crawl before he can walk. When you embark on use of
this principal, start small unless you are already used to working with large amounts of
cash flow. Then as you become more experienced increase the sizes of your seed money.
17-Never impose restrictions on the principal such as time limits. As it is just that a
'limit'. If you do this you might give up just prior to when you would have received
tenfold manifesting. If we close ourselves off, how can something good manifest for us?
Your giving/receiving cycle should have only one time frame, God's or the Universe’s,
which is infinite and ever continuing and NOW!
18- Place your expectation for your tenfold return into your energy circles and daily
'intention statements' ie., “I AM gratefully receiving my tenfold return from the seed
money that I gave.....,” or “In gratitude Lord, I am manifesting my tenfold return from
that which has been given.” Or “My intention for today is to gratefully be aware of all the
many ways I am receiving from the law of tenfold return.”

